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While testing some of the ALGOL 60 procedures for solving ordinary 
differential equations given in [6], we solved, using RK4n, the van der 
Pol equation 
(1) d2x dx - -v(1-x2)- +x=O dt2 dt 
and computed the amplitude a and the period T of the periodic solution 
for v= 1 (1) 20 (5) 50 (10) 100. 
We tried to check our results against tables given by KROGDAHL [2] 
and URABE [5] as well as against asymptotic formulas given by DoROD-
NICYN [1] and URABE. We found that the tables contain errors. The 
discrepancies we found suggested that both Dorodnicyn's formula for 
the period T and his formula as "corrected" by Urabe, were wrong. 
Checking Dorodnicyn's paper we found instead of his formula (8.8): 
(2) ) 
( 3 ) (a 1) 7 3log v T3,_, --log2 v-v113+1/3+ --- v-1/3+-v-213 ____ + 
2 2 4 10 2 v 
( 1 7 11 2) -bo-- + - log - v-1 +O(v-413) 2 12 6 3 ' 
and for the full period 
(3) ) 
2logv T ,..._, (3-2log 2) v+3a v-113_- -- + 
3 v 
(-log 3 + 3log 2- ~ + bo-2d) v-1 +O(v-413). 
Formula (7 .2) for the amplitude proved to be correct: 
(4) a 16logv 1 a ,..._, 2 + 3v-4!3- 27 ----;2 + 9 (3b0 -1 + 2 log 2- 8 log 3) v-2 +O(v-813), 
where a=2.338107, bo=0.1723, d=0.4889. 
621 
Recently PoNzo and WAx [3], using a different method, found the 
first three terms ofT and a in agreement with (3) and (4). 
In an attempt to compute the next term in the expansion we found 
that the expansions for p=dxfdt at the boundary of Dorodnicyn's regions 
II and III differed: 
2 (2 5a) II· p,...._,-v-1- -+- v-7/3-t-O(logvjv2) 
. 3 3 27 
Therefore, in order to find more terms one has to use a different method. 
To conclude we give numerical results. Here, T and a are found by 
numerical integration, whereas Tasympt and aasympt are the results of the 
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